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Abstract— Ripple Down Rules (RDR)’s incremental knowledge
acquisition provides computer vision applications with the ability
to gradually adapt to the domain and circumvent some of its
learning challenges. RDR use incremental exception-based theory
revision and rely on the expert to provide the rule conditions. A
computer vision expert whilst understanding their significance
cannot always provide accurate rule conditions using numeric
attributes. This work investigates the impact of the quasiexpertise of vision experts on the structure and performance of
the acquired knowledge base. The findings provide insights into
the design of features and strategies to facilitate the use of quasiexpertise for knowledge acquisition in computer vision.
Keywords - knowledge-based vision; knowledge acquisition;
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articulate the knowledge required and help to converge to the
target concept more quickly.
As a precursor to the study here we repeated previous
experiments [7] on separate HRCT images and developed two
other lung segmentation systems incrementally using RDR.
The first allows the vision expert to generalise an existing
rule’s conditions to accommodate for a failing case. The
second adopts a non-generalising revision strategy in which
only exceptions could be added. A vision expert trained the
two systems over the same 147 lung HRCT images, adding or
generalizing rules when the system incorrectly segmented the
lung boundary. An HRCT image marked with the segmented
lung boundary is shown in Figure 1. A summary analysis of the
resulting knowledge bases is shown in TABLE I.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent computer vision systems require control and
domain knowledge to successfully perform their tasks. There
are two main ways to provide this knowledge to vision
systems. The first is to use inductive techniques to
automatically derive the knowledge from labeled data, as
favored by some [1, 2]. The other is to acquire the knowledge
from the expert in an apprentice-like training system for the
vision application [3, 4, 5, 6]. The specific approach selected
depends on the domain constraints. If sufficient labeled data is
not available, such as with medical image analysis, a human
expert is required to help guide the system. The manual nature
of such knowledge engineering means that knowledge based
vision systems are slow to construct and difficult to update.
This limitation is commonly referred to as the knowledge
engineering bottleneck.
In the past [7], we have used Ripple Down Rules (RDR) to
address this bottleneck by incrementally acquiring the
necessary control and domain knowledge from experts to guide
the segmentation of lung boundaries in High Resolution
Computed Tomography (HRCT) images. The incrementally
validated changes structure the otherwise ad-hoc tuning of
vision processes and reduce the risk of system degradation with
each change in knowledge that is made to handle new cases.
In its strictest form RDR only allow new exception rules to
be added to correct the system’s behavior. A generalizing form
of RDR could allow a vision expert to amend existing rules and
expand their scope. This could allow the expert to better
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Figure 1. Lung HRCT with lung boundary segmentation.

TABLE I.
Algorithm
Generalising RDR
Non-generalising RDR

LUNG SEGMENTATION SYSTEMS SUMMARY
Number of
Rules
30
51

Training
Events
52
51

Averaged
Error Rate
0.34
0.29

These results show that despite producing more compact
knowledge bases, the error rate (averaged over the 147 cases)
for generalising RDR was worse than that for non-generalising
RDR. Furthermore they still required almost the same number
of training events from the expert. Clearly the expert was
unable to take full advantage of the generalizing form of RDR.
This raises important questions about the suitability of experts
in constructing knowledge based vision systems.
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RDR like other expert-based systems operate on the
premise that the expert training the system is able to articulate
reasonable rules that cover the domain. Complete expertise is
not essential, but the better the expert can articulate rules, the
better the system will perform [8]. This is an acceptable
premise for domains where the domain descriptors or features
that define the conditions are well understood. Experts in the
vision domains however, may understand general trends and
expectations captured by domain descriptors, but lack the
ability to make accurate delineation in numeric features. For
example, the benefit of selecting a parameter value of 45 over
50 for average pixel intensity is not necessarily clear a priori,
even to the expert; their expertise is really quasi-expertise.
In the development of medical image analysis systems,
accurately delineated ground truth is scarce, and so we must
rely on experts to guide the development of such systems. If
however the expert is partly guessing, it raises questions about
the degree of confidence we can have in the system’s
performance. Also a poor system is liable to make frequent
mistakes and would in turn require frequent revisions for each
additional case encountered. This in practice would increase
the burden on the expert training the system.
In this work we have evaluated the impact that vision
experts with varying degrees of expertise may have on the
structure and accuracy of the knowledge base acquired using
RDR. This is evaluated in a controlled experiment on a number
of vision and non-vision datasets. The following section
provides the background on RDR and the three revision
algorithms of Cut95, Induct and MDL that are evaluated. In
section III we describe an Artificial Expert, which provides a
controlled simulation of the type and degree of error of a quasiexpert. Our findings in section IV show clearly that poor
experts can adversely affect the size and accuracy of the
knowledge bases acquired. The impact however is far more
significant on numeric datasets and in particular vision
datasets. There are also potential strategies that emerge from
the experiment to help address these issues and are presented in
section V. The findings educed from this work will lead to
better design of expert-based medical vision systems.
II. BACKGROUND
Ripple Down Rules were first proposed by Compton and
Jansen [10] as a way to incrementally acquire knowledge from
domain experts. An example of an RDR knowledge base and a
typical inference on a case appears in Figure 2. An exception
rule overrides the conclusion of the parent rule. The nested
hierarchy of rules and their exceptions means that the expert
has to consider only a small subset of cases when attempting a
revision to an existing knowledge base.
RDR use incremental exception-based theory revision,
analogous to learning via specialization and, rely on the expert
to provide accurate exception rules. A training event is initiated
when a case or instance is incorrectly classified, prompting the
expert to provide an exception rule to correct this behavior.
To ensure that the change does not break existing
knowledge, RDR employs validated change criteria that must
be satisfied prior to adding a new exception rule. Each rule in

RDR retains cornerstone cases, which are exemplars used to
construct or modify the rule. A new exception rule must cover
the failing case, whilst not changing the conclusion of
cornerstones of parent and sibling rules within the
neighborhood. The ease with which RDR facilitates changes to
the knowledge base means that experts can quickly build large
knowledge bases that eventually converge to describe the
domain’s target concept, thus addressing the knowledgeacquisition bottleneck faced by vision apprentice systems [5].

Figure 2. A case moves down the rules to the concluding rule D.

Since the addition of an exception rule in RDR restricts the
number of instances covered within the instance space, it can
be considered to be a form of specialization. RDR’s
incremental theory revision moves from the most general to
more specialised in concept space. The lack of a fundamental
generalising scheme can result in duplication of knowledge. A
number of strategies have been proposed to compress the
knowledge base [11] but the degree of compression was found
not to be very significant. We argue that this is due to the
nature of the domain and the quality of the experts training the
system.
There are three known forms of theory revision that support
generalisations in RDR. Scheffer [12] proposed a localized
generalisation strategy called Cut95, which uses the concept of
least general generalisation to expand the scope of the existing
rule conditions to accommodate the new case. Cut95 is a
minimally invasive form of theory revision and selects the least
aggressive revision. This addresses the localized duplication of
knowledge across siblings, but cannot merge rules in separate
parts of the knowledge base.
Gaines and Compton [13] proposed an algorithm to
automatically induce an RDR tree from a set of training
examples, named Induct-RDR.
The Induct algorithm
constructs a rule to cover a set of cornerstone cases and
recursively constructs exception rules for the incorrectly
classified cases. It uses cumulative binomial probability to
select conditions for a rule that are least likely to randomly
predict the correct class. Induct can be used as a form of global
theory revision to revise the entire knowledge base from the
collected training examples. It is a destructive form of revision
as it throws away any rules that were previously acquired.
Minimum Description Length (MDL) RDR proposed by
Wada et at [14] uses a description length-based measure [17],
(instead of binomial probability in Induct) to automatically
select between competing rule conditions in a greedy search. It
can also be considered as a method to select between
competing versions of RDR knowledge bases, which enables it
to automatically revise parts of the sub-tree by removing rules
which are no longer useful or supported by evidence. This
functionality however requires that a rule node capture all cases
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it observes in addition to the cornerstones but can help to
address changes in the distribution of cases encountered.

these datasets, represented by the grouping of vision+nominal
data type. This should uncover any bias of quasi-expertise
towards data expressed in either numeric or nominal form.

III. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The aim of this work is to evaluate the impact that quasiexpertise has on the incremental construction and maintenance
of a vision knowledge base. Considering that it would be
impossible to manually construct multiple unbiased RDRs we
have devised an Artificial Expert (AE) [8, 15] to run
simulations on a number of vision-derived and non-vision
symbolic datasets for comparison. The following discusses the
datasets, the design of the AE and the RDR algorithms
evaluated within the experiment.

In addition to this we consider six non-vision numeric and
nominal datasets from the UCI datasets for comparison. These
are grouped into non-vision+numeric and non-vision+nominal
data types according to their dominant feature types. It is
possible that quasi-expertise may only be a significant factor in
vision domains. The general characteristics of the datasets are
presented in TABLE II.

A. Datasets
Even if we could gather sufficient labeled image data,
constructing an Artificial Expert (AE) capable of interpreting
image data directly is extremely difficult. It would involve
developing a system with sufficient understanding of the
underlying vision problems and the effects of selecting vision
operators and their parameters. So instead we use symbolic
data derived from vision and non-vision domains. We believe
this approach is reasonable considering that RDR rules for
vision applications are constructed on derived features (e.g.
average pixel intensity) rather than directly on the image
pixels.
There are four vision-based data sets. The Lung Region
dataset is derived from our HRCT lung segmentation data, with
the aim to predict a segmented boundary as belonging to
apical, middle or basal regions from image, scan and shape
features of the segmented boundary. The Segment and Vehicle
data sets are part of the UCI datasets [9] and derived from
vision data. The Segment predicts patches from images as
brickface, sky, foliage, cement, window, path or grass. The
Vehicle data set is used to predict the vehicle type from features
based on their silhouettes. These three are grouped into
vision+numeric data type. The Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast
Cancer dataset [9] predicts tumors as malignant or benign and
serves to confirm the performance on vision+numeric set.
The first three vision+numeric datasets are largely based on
numeric features; we also evaluate nominalized versions of

TABLE II.

B. Artificial Expert
As discussed previously vision experts whilst selecting the
correct feature, do struggle with the accurate definition of the
boundaries of rule conditions. This is simulated by creating an
Artificial Expert (AE) who whilst understanding the true
underlying concept deliberately introduces controlled errors in
the reasoning. The AE accurately provides rule conclusions
and correctly selects the types of features to create rule
conditions, as is expected with a quasi-expert. AE however
loosely defines boundary points used in those conditions for
numerical or nominal features, by either over-generalising or
over-specialising a condition.
Suppose feature A has a numeric value varying between 0
and 100. If AE is directed to introduce an error of 10% in the
condition defined in a condition (A > 20), it may overgeneralise it to (A > 30) or over-specialise it to (A > 10).
In nominal features, generalization and specialization error
is introduced in terms of the number of values selected for the
condition in addition to or absence of those that would form the
perfect condition. For example if a nominal feature has five
possible values, then selecting a value would cover 20% of the
possible range for that feature. An over-generalisation of 20%
in a condition would involve selecting two out of the five
possible values, when only one of the values is correct.
Conversely a 20% over-specialisation error can be introduced
by dropping one of the values from the two values that would
form a perfect condition.
The degree and type of error introduced is controlled,
allowing a study of the impact with varying degrees of

DATASET CHARACTERISTICS
Number of …

Data Type

Vision+numeric

Vision+nominal

Non-vision+numeric

Non-vision+nominal

Dataset
Lung Region
Segment
Vehicle
Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer 
Lung Region – Nominal
Segment – Nominal
Vehicle – Nominal
Glass
Iris
Pima Indians Diabetes
Soybean
German Credit
Mushroom

Numeric
Features

Nominal
Features

23
19
19
30
0
0
0
9
4
8
0
7
0

2
0
0
0
25
19
19
0
0
0
35
13
22

Distinct Values
Mean
Median

538
668
79
511
3
9
4
104
25
157
3
54
6

678
636
41
528
3
9
4
118
23
136
3
4
6

Classes

Instances

3
7
4
2
3
7
4
7
3
2
19
2
2

678
2310
846
569
678
2310
846
214
150
768
562
1000
5644

 Results not included in the averaged graphs presented in Table III and Table IV.
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expertise. In our implementation AE was developed as a
wrapper around Weka’s [16] REPTree algorithm.
C. RDR Algorithms and Experiments
In these experiments we compare the performance of four
algorithms – RDR, Cut95, Induct and MDL. Induct serves as a
baseline of the best performance we can obtain given all of the
data in advance, whilst still using the same exception-based
rule structure. RDR and Cut95 serve as incremental revision
strategies, which would be typically employed for incremental
knowledge acquisition. Instead of using MDL as another way
to induce RDR knowledge bases from data, we use MDL to
select between different forms of revisions of the sub-tree
rooted at the failing rule. MDL automatically selects between
adding an exception, generalizing an existing rule or revising a
sub-tree using Induct. In this way MDL can use the minimum
description length principle to automatically select between
revision strategies offered by RDR, Cut95 and Induct.
The RDR, Cut95 and MDL algorithms consult the AE at
each training event for appropriate rule conditions. A training
event is when a case is incorrectly classified by the knowledge
base, prompting a revision to the knowledge base by the expert.
Induct does not use the AE since it induces the tree directly
from the data.
A 10-fold cross-validation was undertaken [18], which
randomly splits the data into 10 sets of training and test folds.
For each fold the AE is trained using the training set. The
degree of AE error is then varied between 0.0 (perfect expert)
TABLE III.

and 1.0 (non-expert) at an interval of 10 % error for overgeneralising and over-specialising experts. This ensures that
the degree and type of error the expert makes in providing
conditions to RDR, Cut95 or MDL are controlled. Since the
order in which the training data is encountered plays an
important role in incremental learners, the sequence of
instances in the training set is kept constant within a fold for all
four algorithms. The corresponding test set is then used to
evaluate the accuracy of the knowledge base produced.
IV. RESULTS
As already mentioned, we are interested in evaluating the
impact that a quasi-expert has on the size and accuracy of the
knowledge bases that he or she may produce. A good expert is
more likely to succinctly express accurate knowledge, and so is
likely to produce smaller knowledge bases that have low error
rates on test sets.
Since Induct derives its knowledge directly from all of the
available data in batch mode it is not affected by quasiexpertise and thus serves as our comparison baseline. The
column graphs in Table III shows the size of the knowledge
bases produced by RDR, Cut95 and MDL, relative to those
produced by Induct for varying levels of quasi expertise. The
x-axis on the graphs represents the level of expert error varying
from 0.0 (i.e. perfect expert) to 1.0 (i.e. imperfect expert) in
steps of 10% error in selecting the correct value for a feature.
The y-axis is the ratio between the knowledge base produced
by the algorithm to that produced by Induct.

RELATIVE KNOWLEDGE BASE SIZE WITH VARYING DEGREE OF EXPERT ERROR.
Over-specialsing Expert

Non-vision+
Nominal

Non-vision+
Numeric

Vision+
Nominal

Vision+
Numeric

Over-generalising Expert
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Rather than present results for each dataset individually, we
present the averaged trends for each of the four data types
listed in Table II. The first row for instance shows the trend
across vision+numeric data type. The left graph in each row
shows the trends when the expert over-generalises and the right
graph when the expert over-specialises.
For a perfect expert (i.e. Expert Error of 0.0) the knowledge
bases produced by RDR, Cut95 and MDL are close to a 1-to-1
ratio to the knowledge bases produced by Induct, irrespective
of the type of data. The ratios get larger with decreasing level
of expertise, and most significantly depending on the datasets.
The knowledge bases produced by RDR on vision+numeric
data are up to 8 times larger than those produced by Induct for
an over-generalising expert, and up to 4.5 times larger for the
over-specialising expert. Cut95 produced more compact
knowledge bases compared to RDR, peaking at just under 4
times for the over-generalising expert, but no better than RDR
for the over-specialising expert. MDL on the other hand
consistently produced knowledge bases that were slightly
smaller than the knowledge bases produced by Induct
irrespective of the quality of the expert, because it can always
revert to using Induct to revise the knowledge base.
On non-vision+numeric data an over-generalising expert
does not seem to have any significant impact on the size of
knowledge base. An over-specialising expert however
produces knowledge bases that are 3 times larger for RDR and
Cut95 for the same data.

TABLE IV.

Interestingly quasi-expertise does not appear to
significantly impact the nominal datasets, with the same
relative knowledge base differences observed for both kinds
and all levels of expertise. The knowledge bases produced on
vision+nominal data seem to be significantly smaller than those
produced for vision+numeric data, despite being derived from
the same data. Only the significantly over-generalising expert
impacts vision+nominal data, with a 3 times increase in the
knowledge base size.
In a layout similar to that of Table III, the relative
differences in test error is presented in Table IV. The y-axis
represents the ratio between the test errors for the algorithm to
that of Induct. As expected, a perfect expert produces
knowledge bases with the least amount of error and
comparable to accuracy of the knowledge bases produced by
Induct. This is the case for all four types of data.
For the vision+numeric data, the test set error is over 6
times larger in knowledge bases produced by RDR for overgeneralising experts than Induct. In over-specialising experts it
reaches a peak of just under 3 times that of Induct. Cut95
algorithm performs slightly better than RDR for the overgeneralising expert (5 times more errors than Induct), but no
better with an over-specialising expert.
The worst performance on non-vision+numeric data
reaches twice that of Induct for both over-generalising and
over-specialising expert. The accuracy of the knowledge bases
does not decrease beyond this even with diminishing expertise.

RELATIVE TEST SET ERROR WITH VARYING DEGREE OF EXPERT ERROR.
Over-specialsing Expert

Non-vision+
Nominal

Non-vision+
Numeric

Vision+
Nominal

Vision+
Numeric

Over-generalising Expert
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The relative differences in the test set error for nominal
datasets are very low discernible for high level of overgeneralising expert error, in the form of higher error rates for
RDR and Cut95. These are also indicative of variation in
performance on the Mushroom dataset and suggest a closer
investigation. MDL consistently results in knowledge bases
with lower error rates than RDR and Cut95.
The knowledge base size and error rates peak at a certain
level and do not degrade beyond it despite diminishing
expertise. We feel this is because RDR only allows rule that are
consistent with existing cornerstones cases and the new
training case. The trend is most noticeable for vision+numeric
datasets and has also been confirmed in a separate evaluation
on the Wisconsin Diagnostics Breast Cancer (WDBC) listed in
Table II.
There are two clear trends that emerge from the
experiments. The first is that the impact of quasi-expertise is
significantly greater for vision+numeric than nonvision+numeric datasets, and in particular for over-generalising
experts. This may be because of poor quality of features in the
vision datasets. The features in Segment dataset for example,
are based on pixel-level features, which may not be able to
discriminate between the higher-level concepts of cement
versus path. A closer analysis of each datasets in isolation is
warranted, though this is beyond the scope of this paper.
The second is that nominalised datasets are less influenced
by quasi-expertise. Despite being derived from vision+numeric
data, the nominalised datasets in vision+nominal data seem less
susceptible to the influence of quasi-expertise. Considering that
the nominal features restrict the number of possible distinct
values (see the Distinct Values column in Table II), we feel this
behaviour is due to the fewer choices available to the expert.
The greater the choice available to a quasi-expert, the more
likely he or she is to make a mistake in selecting the conditions.

The second solution is to transition to Induct as soon as
there is sufficient data to enable reasonable inference via
inductive techniques. MDL offers a simple and sound approach
to transition between knowledge acquisition in the form of
exception rules from experts, to automatic generalisation of
existing rules through to inducing parts of the knowledge base
directly from data. Both these strategies should help
incremental knowledge acquisition for medical image analysis
systems, where labeled data and expertise trickle in over time.
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